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TAG BUFFET TAG KIT 
 

 
 

In your Kit you have all the bits & pieces to assemble SIX beautiful tags as shown above. 
 

On the following pages you can see each one individually - they are super easy to assemble - just get 

yourself some Dimensionals: 

• and layer the details for each on a white printed tag 

• when you have added the decorations to the white tag, find the bottom green or red patterned 

tag and layer it on to 

• take a piece of gold thread and knot it through the holes on both top & bottom tags and your 

tag is done! 

• Your tags are designed to hang loose from each other but if you prefer you can use some tape 

to secure those tag layers together. 

• The ink colors used on the banners are Real Red, Garden Green and Shaded Spruce... 



 

 



 

  



 

  



If you want to make more, you can find the Tag Buffet Project Kit (153649) on pg 5 of the Holiday 

Catalog - it includes ALL of the die cuts, tags and thread you need to make 30 of these beautiful gift 

tags & it comes in a beautiful holly box that you can keep or use for gifting – here is what you get in 

this kit: 

 

It’s a great, easy & delivered-to-your-door way to make tags and best of all, it’s FUN! 

 

Feeling creative? Use the kit contents instead to create your Holiday Cards and Scrapbook pages and 

have bunches of FUN doing it! 



There is a coordinating stamp set that goes with this project kit called Tag Buffet (153612) - also 

featured on pg 5 of the Holiday Catalog and these are the stamps I used on the tags above – please 

note that this stamp set is NOT included with the Tag Buffett Project Kit BUT you can purchase it 

separately if you want to have those perfectly sized coordinating stamps - here are the images you get 

in it: 

 

 
Please visit my blog at SarahsInkSpot.com to find more inspiration, creations and lots of FREE 
Project Sheets & Tutorials – click on the tab at the top of my Blog to find them!   
 
Got Questions?  Email me at sarah@sarahsinkspot.com and I will be very happy to help 
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